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A previously unknown mode of conduction is identified in insulating polymers at moderate fields

(40–50 MV/m). This takes the form of coherent charged pulses with a mobility (�10�10 m2V�1s�1)

several orders of magnitude larger than that traditionally associated with independent charge carriers

(�10�14 m2V�1s�1). It is shown that this phenomenon is consistent with a mechanism in which a

charged compression boundary is formed electro-mechanically during injection and thereafter travels

as a coherent solitary wave (soliton) through the polymer. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3554694]

I. INTRODUCTION

Insulating polymers are commonly regarded as wide

bandgap semiconductors with a large number of local states

within the bandgap.1–3 The electrode contacts are nonohmic

with an energy barrier for charge injection. At low fields (up

to E �10 MV/m at 20 �C in polyethylene) impurities supply

a low concentration of carriers (�1015 –1016 m�3) as do the

contact charge regions at the electrode interface. At higher

fields charge injection from the electrodes is expected to lead

to space charge and space charge limited currents.4–7 Local-

ized intra-band states that act as charge traps are assumed to

govern the macroscopic carrier mobility, with the dwell time

in the traps determining the carrier mobility.3 For the last 20

years it has been possible to quantitatively measure the space

charge concentration within an insulator by means of pres-

sure wave propagation (PWP) and pulsed electroacoustic

(PEA) techniques8–12 as a function of the time of application

of the potential difference (or subsequent to its removal) and

hence to determine directly the charge dynamics, thereby

allowing a direct comparison of theoretical expectations with

experimental data. Recently the time resolution of the PEA

technique has been improved such that a complete profile of

the space charge density can be obtained every 25 ms.11,13,14

Application of the technique to miniature cables possessing a

thickness of 1.5 mm of Cross-Linked-Polyethylene (XLPE)

(Fig. 1) have revealed that at moderate fields (30 MV/m to

50 MV/m) the injection of charge instead of being continu-

ous,15 takes the form of small pulses (containing approxi-

mately 3–6� 109 electronic charges) that transit the

insulation at speeds several orders of magnitude greater than

those estimated from steady state currents in XLPE. Both

positive and negative pulses are observed that not only retain

their shape and amplitude during transit, but which have also

been noted to pass one another in the same plane without

alteration. Such behavior is not consistent with the incoher-

ent motion transferring carriers from trap to trap as the insu-

lation material is transited. This is a new conduction

phenomenon that challenges traditional approaches to charge

transport in insulating polymers. We shall show that the

pulse generation and transit is consistent with a model that

treats a pulse as a quantum of charge able to activate bound-

ary compression (through electric field modification) and

consequently that pulse charge motion can occur thanks to

the electro-mechanical effects of the electric field alteration

in compressible materials such as many insulating polymers.

II. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The measurements were carried out on 1.5 m lengths of

commercially produced XLPE insulated miniature cables

(Fig. 1) whose insulation thickness is 1.5 mm. The XLPE

layer is surrounded by an inner and outer layer of polyethyl-

ene loaded with carbon particles that provides a weakly con-

ducting connection to the inner metallic conductor and a

metallic outer conductor. These layers are commonly termed

semicon (semiconductive) by industrialists, but this implies

no relationship to solid state semiconductor materials. The

as-received cable sections are kept at 80 �C for 5 days in

order to expel volatile by-products produced during the

in situ cross-linking of the polyethylene and also any rem-

nant solvent from the carbon-loaded polyethylene layers, and

then placed in an electrically-isolated controlled-temperature

environment. A DC potential difference was applied between

the inner metallic conductor and an aluminum plate in con-

tact with the outer carbon-loaded polyethylene layer that acts

as a ground electrode and measurements of the space charge

distribution were made over a range of times for average

fields of 40 and 50 MV/m at temperatures of 308 K, 323 K,

and 343 K. This was carried out by means of the Pulse-Elec-

tro-Acoustic (PEA) technique,16–19 the basis of which is that

a probe voltage pulse (in this case of 1500 V and 40 ns dura-

tion) is superimposed on the much higher continuously

applied DC voltage, which causes a change in the electro-

mechanical stress where space charge exists and hence gen-

erates an acoustic compression or rarefaction pulse that is

detected by a piezo-electric detector located under the

ground electrode. The pressure wave profile has the same

shape as that of the space charge, and its amplitude is propor-

tional to the space charge density. Its form (compression or

rarefaction) gives the charge polarity, and the delay between

its detection and the voltage pulse application gives the spacea)Electronic mail: davide.fabiani@unibo.it.
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charge location, since the acoustic pulse travels at the known

speed of sound in the material. A discussion of the theory

behind this and similar techniques have been given by Holè

et al.20 This weak voltage signal is then amplified by two

wide-band amplifiers, and sent to an ultra-fast-data-acquisition

system. The probe-voltage pulses have a 2 kHz repetition fre-

quency and each space charge profile is a digital average of

100 piezo-electric signals performed in order to have a good

signal to noise ratio. This allows a complete radial profile of

the space charge to be acquired every 25 ms, with an ampli-

tude resolution21 of 0.03 Cm�3. The piezo-electric response is

an average across the area of the detector hence the spatial re-

solution is limited to the radial direction and is determined by

the width of the probe voltage pulse, the detection system

bandwidth, and signal processing,22 which in the system under

discussion would cause a plane of charge to be broadened to a

Gaussian peak of roughly 60 microns width.

III. RESULTS

The space charge measurements showed the existence

of a persistent series of charge pulses of both polarity that

crossed the insulation layer in a fraction of a second, exam-

ples of which are shown in Fig. 2. Their repetition rate was

found to be dependent only upon temperature and electric

field, as will be shown in the following, see Tables I–IV.

Measurements made every 25 ms for the first minute of volt-

age application allowed between 100 and 200 such pulses of

each polarity to be observed. It was noted that: (a) the shape

of each pulse was retained during its transit of the insulating

layer, (b) the amplitude of the pulses exhibited a polarity de-

pendence though all pulses of the same polarity had the same

amplitude and showed little dependence upon field and tem-

perature,23 (c) the speed of transit was independent of radial

position (within our time resolution) but depended upon tem-

perature and field and polarity, (d) the pulse repetition rate

was polarity dependent at the same temperature and field,

resulting in situations where both a positive and negative

pulse moving in opposite directions were present in the

XLPE layer at the same time, Fig. 3. In this case the pulses

recovered their amplitude once they had passed through the

same plane (where the measured space charge density was

the net value of that of the two pulses). The constant speed

(v) of the pulses allow us to determine the mobility (l) of the

pulse in the average field Eav via

l ¼ v=Eav: (1)

FIG. 2. Time-dependent space charge profiles. (a) Positive pulses crossing

the insulation, (b) negative charge pulses crossing the insulation, with the

arrow indicating pulse direction. The pulses are evidenced by subtracting

the profiles of the first space charge data acquisitions from the charge pro-

files at time t, after de-noising by means of Wavelet Transform (Ref. 13).

The time relevant to each profile acquired is reported in the legend. The

space charge profiles are measured at E¼ 40 kV/mm, T¼ 45 �C.

FIG. 1. Sketch of tested minicable. Conductor diameter¼ 2.8 mm; Inner

semicon thickness¼ 0.7 mm; dielectric (XLPE) thickness¼ 1.5 mm. Outer

semicon¼ 0.15 mm.

TABLE I. Pulse characteristics at E¼ 40MV/m T¼308 K.

Pulse polarity

Charge/Area

[Cm�2]

Charge

[C]

Repetition Rate

[s�1]

Positive 2.0� 10�5 1.0� 10�9 3.3

Negative 1.0� 10�5 5.0� 10�10 2.5

TABLE II. Pulse mobility (in m2V�1s�1) in mini-cables.

Pulse

Polarity

Field

[MV/m] T¼ 308 K T¼ 318 K T¼ 333 K

Positive 40 7.19� 10�11 9.60� 10�11 1.90� 10�10

50 1.24� 10�10 1.64� 10�10 2.98� 10�10

Negative 40 9.58� 10�11 1.44� 10�10 5.75� 10�10

50 1.79� 10�10 2.68� 10�10 8.51� 10�10
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A summary of the data (pulse charge/area and mobility) is

given in Tables I and II. The pulse repetition rate as a func-

tion of field and temperature is reported in Table III.

Charge pulses have been observed previously in similar

materials at E � 80 MV/m18,24–27 however in those cases the

pulses often show variations of amplitude both during transit

and over a sequence of pulses, and more importantly a mo-

bility (l¼ 10�16 – 10�15 m2V�1s�1), and activation energy

(1–1.2 eV)13,27 close to that of the carriers in steady state

currents. Explanations for these pulses have been proffered

in terms of a negative differential resistance,28 imbalance

between injection/extraction and transport29 or a dc-conduc-

tivity discontinuity.30 However the current observations dif-

fer in the following important points: (a) the charge pulse

always initiates from the electrode interface and contains a

polarity specific quantity of carriers, and (b) the mobility of

the carriers as a coherent group is many orders of magnitude

higher than the carrier mobility determined from steady state

currents in Polyethylene (l¼ 10�15 – 10�14 m2V�1s�1).31

IV. MODEL

An explanation for the charge pulses observed requires

both the generation of charge pulses by an injection current

that reduces rapidly to a negligible value as the injection pro-

ceeds and the movement of a charge pulse into the body of

the polymer without allowing further injection to take place.

These requirements can be fulfilled by realizing that the

polymers under investigation will be compressed electro-

mechanically by an electric field, which will be largest

locally at the electrode-polymer interface, e.g., due to the

presence of an electrical double layer there.32 This will facil-

itate tunneling of packets of electrons between surface states

of the electrode, in this case conducting carbon particles, and

sites in the polymer, at fields and temperatures where field-

assisted thermal promotion over the injection barrier (i.e.,

Schottky injection; see Taylor et al.33 for a review of this

process in polymers) would be very weak. As the tunneling

FIG. 3. Time sequence of space charge profiles detected in XLPE minica-

bles every 50 ms. E¼ 40 kV/mm, T¼ 70 �C. The positive and negative

charge pulses are evidenced by gray circles. The arrows indicate the pulse

movement.

TABLE III. Number of pulses per second in mini-cables.

Pulse

Polarity

Field

[MV/m] T¼ 308 K T¼ 318 K T¼ 333 K

Positive 10 — — 1

15 — 1 2

25 1 3 3.5

Negative 10 2 2.5 3

15 2 3 3

25 2 3 3.5

TABLE IV. Number of pulses per second observed on cable with a different

carbon-loaded electrode but the same XLPE insulating material.

Pulse Polarity Field [MV/m] T¼ 308 K T¼ 318 K T¼ 333 K

Positive 10 0.25 0.25 —

15 0.5 0.25 1

25 0.5 0.5 3

Negative 10 — — —

15 — 0.25 —

25 0.5 0.5 4
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injection proceeds the reduction in electrode-interface local

field will reduce the compression allowing the charge to

move with the polymer displacement, and hence increasing

the tunneling distance and reducing the injection current. At

the same time the field in front of the injected charge will

build-up increasing the compression at the boundary between

the charge and the remainder of the polymer. This allows the

charges to transfer coherently to sites in the newly com-

pressed region faster than they can move by independent

trap to trap hopping. The fast charge transport will then be

maintained as long as the charge and the compression bound-

ary move together as a single entity, i.e., they move as a

charged solitary wave, a soliton.34,35

A. Pulsive injection

The injected pulse is assumed to be a plane of charge

(Qp) giving a reduction in field at the injecting electrode of

dE ¼ Qp=2Ae: (2)

A is the area of the injecting electrode, and e is the polymer

dielectric permittivity (2.03� 10�11 Fm�1 for the XLPE

under test). Since electro-mechanical stress is proportional to

E2 the field reduction due to the pulse gives a reduction in ra-

dial compression of

d ¼ hEdE; (3)

where h is a material related coefficient.

The data in Lewis et al.32 allows h¼ 1.56� 10�23

V�2m3 to be estimated for polyethylene, giving dp� 0.3 nm

for our experimental data (positive pulses, dE¼ 4.9� 105

Vm�1) and dn�0.15 nm (negative pulses, dE¼ 2.45� 105

Vm�1), at E¼ 40 MV/m.

Positive pulse injection requires the tunneling of an elec-

tron from the C-C bonds of the polymer chain into the sur-

face states of the electrode. As the field due to the injected

charge builds up the polymer chains displace according to

Eq. (3) and carry the injected charge with them. The process

is modeled through a tunneling injection current density,

Jinj(t), whose value depends upon the position of the displac-

ing chain at time t after injection is initiated.

JinjðtÞ ¼ Jo exp �2adðtÞ½ �: (4)

Jo is the initial injection current, whose value depends upon

the tunneling distance at initial compression and any possible

thermal activation necessary to equalize the electron energy

with that of the electron accepting states, a is the tunneling

coefficient. The increase in tunneling distance d(t) at a time t

after the start of charge injection, is calculated from Eq. (3)

using the field reduction dE(t) due to the previously injected

charge (Eq. (2)), with Qp/A obtained by integrating the injec-

tion current density up to t. In Lewis et al.32 the displacement

in polyethylene due to an applied sinusoidal dE is independent

of frequency in the range 10–103 Hz, so we have assumed that

the mechanical displacement of the polymer chains is fast

enough to allow it to be synchronous with the buildup of

injected charge. The tunneling coefficient a is calculated from

the WKB approximation for a square barrier of magnitude D

2a ¼ ð4p=hÞð2mÞ1=2D1=2; (5)

using a value of D¼ 1.7 eV for positive charge injection taken

from typical experimental values for interfaces between XLPE

and carbon-loaded polymer.36 The same source gives the barrier

height for negative charge (electron) injection as 1.65 eV.

Because of the unknown factors involved in calculating Jo, we

have used it as a fitting parameter with a value chosen to fit the

maximum injection current measured and such that the observed

pulse charge is injected before the current becomes negligible.

This makes the model of injection a demonstration of feasibility

rather than an exact replication of experimental data.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show a numerical simulation of

the positive pulse injection current density and charge den-

sity, respectively, as a function of time at 0.3 nm from the

electrode. The formation of a positive pulse during injection

is displayed in the 3D-plot of Fig. 4(c). Figures 4(a) and 4(b)

evidence that the injection is almost complete (Jinj(t)/

Jo� 0.015) within 10 ms at which time the plane of charge

has moved a distance of about 0.3 nm into the polymer, as

illustrated in Fig. 4c, with the penetration slowing down as

the injection current reduces.

The calculated pulse generation time is only a small part

(i.e., �2.5%) of the transit time of the pulse transit across the

XLPE layer and is much less than the time between positive

pulse repetitions (�300 ms at E¼ 40 MV/m T¼ 343 K) and

is consistent with our observations.

The injection of negative pulses can be described in a

similar way, i.e., through electron tunneling to trap states on

the polymer chain. Here, however, a chain displacement of

dR¼ 0.15 nm (appropriate to the negative pulse charge) gives

a reduction of injection current to only �0.14 Jo, a value that

seems too high. Since polyethylene has a negative electron af-

finity (i.e., the conduction level lies above the vacuum state)37

the more likely locations for the injected electrons are free

volume regions (1–10 nm in size) where potential lattice sites

for the carbon atoms of the polymer chain are unoccupied by

polymer atoms38 due to steric hindrances between the polymer

chains, which results in a lower macroscopic density than that

which would obtain for the polymer crystal. In this case chain

displacements corresponding to the local shear produced by

the initial field-generated compression would open up free

volume regions to abut the electrode, and tunneling would

take place to energy states within this small box.28 As the

injected charge causes the chain displacement to relax, the

receiving sites for the tunneling electrons will move further

into the polymer than the chain displacement, and the barrier

for injection would increase due to the intervening polymer.

Under these conditions D in Eq. (5) would increase beyond

our assumed value and the tunneling distance at the end of the

pulse injection could be around a nanometer rather than the

0.15 nm of the chain displacement. Both these factors reduce

the tunneling current to a negligible value when the chain dis-

placement has removed easy access to the free volume box.

B. Pulse transport

While the generation of a charge pulse relies upon the

field reduction between itself and the injecting electrode to
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prevent further injection its transport requires the compres-

sion at its boundary due to the consequent increase in elec-

tro-mechanical stress. The compression is composed of

specific forms of local polymer chain displacement and the

time taken for the chain section to relax to its displaced posi-

tion is dependent upon the form (mode) of the relaxation via

a mode-specific activation energy, which takes into account

the number of atoms involved and the polymer hindrances

that need to be surmounted. Polyethylene is a semicrystalline

polymer39 with crystal lamella separated by amorphous low

density regions of tangled polymer chains that also tie the

lamella together. Two modes of chain displacement are re-

sponsive to a mechanical stress and both relate to relaxations

that occur in the amorphous region.39 In the b-mode seg-

ments of polymer chain flex as a group with a reported acti-

vation energy in the range 0.5–0.75 eV.40 The c-mode

corresponds to the 180� rotation of at most a few C-C bonds

about a chain axis. This feature can move along a chain sec-

tion as a chain kink or in the form of a crank-shaft motion.

The activation energy for this relaxation mode is reported to

be �0.25 eV.40

The segmental bending of the b-mode relaxation is the

displacement most likely to open up free volume to access

by the injected electrons. For example Fig. 5(a) shows how

this may be achieved by small shear displacements of a flexi-

ble section of polyethylene chain that are consistent with a

compression of 0.15 nm (appropriate to the negative pulse).

The time taken for a b-mode displacement to create an open-

ing into neighboring free volume will be orders of magnitude

longer than that required for the motion of the electron to

carry it into the free volume under the action of the electric

field (�10�14 s). The speed of advance of the negative pulse

will therefore be governed by the relaxation rate of the

b-mode ðð2kT=hÞ expð�DUb=kTÞÞ, where h is Planck’s con-

stant and DUb is the field-independent activation energy for

the b-mode. The coupling of the electron and the b-displace-

ment as a coherent entity (the pulse) means that the energy

of the electron in the electric field must be taken into account

in determining the rate of advance, as also must the possibil-

ity of the reverse electron flow, i.e., the energy of the elec-

tron in the field reduces the energy required for a forwards

movement and increase it for a reverse movement. This leads

to an additional factor of (expðeEavRs=2kTÞ � expð�eEavRs=
2kTÞ) in the net speed of electron advance, with the distance

advanced being Rs, i.e., the mean size of the free volume in

the field-direction. The pulse mobility then takes a form sim-

ilar to that proposed for the trap-to-trap hopping of electrons

in an electric field.1,4,31

lðEav; TÞ ¼
rate:Rs

Eav
¼ 2kTRs

hEav
exp �DUb

kT

� �
sin h

eEavRs

2kT

� �
:

(6)

Since Rs will be the size of a free volume region, i.e., some

nanometres, rather than the distance displaced by the poly-

mer chains to open up access, eEavRs/2kT> 1 at the fields

considered and hence

lðEav; TÞ ¼
kTRs

hEav
exp �DUb

kT

� �
exp

eEavRs

2kT

� �

¼ kTRs

hEav
exp �DUb � eEavRs=2

kT

� �
: (7)

FIG. 4. (Color online) Simulation of positive pulse injection. (a) Positive

pulse injection current density as a function of time; (b) positive pulse injec-

tion charge density as a function of time at 0.3 nm from the electrode (c) 3D

plot showing the formation of a positive pulse during injection.
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The apparent activation energy, DUb � eEavRs/2, in Eq. (7)

is dependent upon Eav. This can be seen in the experimental

data, see Fig. 6 where the lines show the fit to Eq. (7) with

Rs¼ 5 nm and DUb¼ 0.52 eV, which are consistent with an

advance of the negative pulse by the opening of free volume

of average length 5 nm by a b-mode displacement.

The positive pulse can only advance by the reverse tun-

neling of electrons from a receiving polymer chain to the

chain containing the positive charge.28 This means that the

enabling polymer displacement involved must bring C-C

bonds on neighboring chains close together. The most likely

candidate is the c-mode, whose 180� rotation would move a

few C-C bonds by about the 0.3 nm noted to be appropriate

to the positive pulse charge transport. A schematic represen-

tation of the process is shown in Fig. 5b, where the tunneling

occurs over a short distance of the order of the atomic radius

of the carbon atoms (Rt� 0.05nm) and the positive hole in

the valence bond is carried a distance Rs� 0.3 nm (at 40

MV/m) by the relaxing polymer. The positive pulse mobility

therefore will be dependent upon the rate of relaxation of the

c-mode displacement. However in this case the tunneling

probability (exp(�2aRt)) between the two chains will also

be a factor, though it should be noted that the activation

energy barrier D and effective mass m may have different

values to those obtaining during injection. Since eEavRs/

2kT< 1, sinh(eEavRs/2kT) � eEavRs/2kT and the mobility

becomes.

FIG. 6. Arrhenius plot of negative pulse mobility. The lines show the fit to

Eq. (7).

FIG. 5. (Color online) Charge pulse

movement scheme. (a) Negative charge

movement via polymer b-mode dis-

placement in the amorphous region. The

electric field direction is indicated by an

arrow. (1) Three negative charges (yel-

low, red and green) moving in the free

volume are blocked by polymer chain

bends in the amorphous region. (2) Chain

b-motion causes the walls of the free

volume in the amorphous region to open

allowing charges to move under the

action of the electric field to the walls of

the next free volume region. (b) Positive

charge packet movement by means of

crank-shaft displacement of the polymer

chains in the amorphous region. (1) Pos-

itive charge (in red) is located inside the

first polymer chain in the amorphous

region. (2–4) Kink motion allows the

chain with the charge to approach close

enough to a neighboring chain to allow

the charge to transfer from one chain to

the other by electron tunneling.
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lðTÞ ¼ eR2
s

h
exp �DUc

kT

� �
expð�2aRtÞ: (8)

Equation (8) predicts an activation energy that is independ-

ent of field as is found in the experimental data, Fig. 7, where

the value obtained DUc¼ 0.24 eV is consistent with the acti-

vation energy of the c-mode relaxation displacement.40 The

value of Rs is that of the compression produced by the pulse

charge in the applied field and is slightly field dependent

(Eq. (3)). Use of the values Rs¼ 0.32 nm, E¼ 40 MV/m, and

Rs¼ 0.42 nm, E¼ 50MV/m obtained from Eq. (3), allows

Eq. (8) to be fitted to the experimental data with a common

value of tunneling factor. The value obtained, exp

(�2aRt)¼ 2.45� 10�2, is reasonable and indicates the

necessity of local displacements in order to bring chains

close enough to enable the tunneling transfer.

V. DISCUSSION

The existence of the charge pulses observed requires

first injection in the form of discrete pulses of charge rather

than a continuous current monotonically decaying to its

steady state value. A mechanism for the formation of

injected charge pulses based on a negative differential resist-

ance would lead to a repetition of the pulse every time a

pulse exited the system at the counter electrode allowing the

initial field conditions to be recreated at the injecting elec-

trode, such as can be observed for the slowly moving charge

pulses generated at fields in excess of 80 MV/m.25,26 This is

not the case here. The mechanism that we have proposed

generates an amount of charge locally in the pulse plane suf-

ficient to reduce the current for tunnel injection to a negligi-

ble value as the charged plane moves into the polymer, and

to maintain its further penetration as a transporting entity. As

noted this amount (i.e., the charge pulse) will depend upon

the change in electro-mechanical compression that it pro-

duces, and this will be only weakly dependent upon tempera-

ture and the fields used (40 and 50 MV/m). Since the total

electro-mechanical compression is field-dependent32 how-

ever, it may become too small to allow tunneling injection to

be effective at lower fields, i.e., Jo becomes smaller than

incoherent thermal promotion over the injection barrier.

Table III indicates an onset field of �10 MV/m for positive

pulse injection, at 60 �C for XLPE. In our model the charge

is injected from surface states of the electrode-polymer inter-

face, and thus the repetition rate will be governed by the

time required to replenish these states. Measurements on a

different mini-cable of the same geometry made from the

same batch of XLPE, but with different carbon-loaded poly-

mer electrodes, Table IV, show that the repetition rate is de-

pendent upon the electrode material, and hence upon the

electrode-polymer interface (since we would expect the

same transit time for the same field and temperature in the

polymer, pulse repetition cannot be associated with the ar-

rival of pulses of opposite polarity to the injecting electrode).

The data in Tables III and IV show that the repetition rate is

both field and temperature dependent, which would be con-

sistent with a number of interface processes. The lack of

detailed knowledge of the interface28,41–44 however, makes it

impossible to make an analytical calculation of surface

charge replenishment via transfer of charge to surface states,

either from the electrode or by ionisation of impurity mole-

cules located in the surface region.

The second central feature of the observed pulses is a

transport mechanism in which the pulse moves at a high con-

stant speed while retaining its form. One requirement for this

to occur is that the charges of which the pulse is formed

move coherently as a unit, i.e., spreading due to diffusion or

the small field difference (�0.5 – 1 MV/m) between the front

and rear of the pulse is not effective. The exceptionally high

pulse mobility, which is several orders of magnitude higher

than the mobility of charges that carry DC steady state cur-

rent, and the low-medium range of the field magnitude where

the observations are made, preclude an explanation based on

a negative differential resistance.28 This is re-enforced by a

repetition rate that is not based on the transit time of the

polymer. The explanation that we have proposed regards the

pulse as a moving charged compression boundary, with the

coherent advance of the charge being essential to the move-

ment of the compression boundary and vice versa. Under

these circumstances the pulse moves too fast to allow any in-

dependent transport of its individual charges with the speed

of sound forming an upper bound to its velocity, which is not

reached in these experiments. Such a moving coherent entity

is by definition a solitary wave,35,45,46 i.e., the pulse is a

charged soliton.34 However, the amount of charge in the

pulse will be determined by the need for it to produce a field

large enough to produce the compression that will allow its

advance as a coherent entity, rather than the single electron

soliton of Bylander et al.34 Table V shows that pulse charge/

area depends on the insulating polymer (INS1 or INS2).

Experiments showed, moreover, that pulse charge is almost

constant with field and temperature. Therefore, the soliton

charge will be a property of the polymer material rather than

the electrode-polymer interface, as observed in the charge

pulses detected for the two mini-cables with different car-

bon-loaded electrodes. The compression takes a different

form depending upon the polarity of the soliton pulse, with

negative solitons associated with the concomitant shear pro-

duced by b-mode displacements and the positive solitons

FIG. 7. Arrhenius plot of positive pulse mobility. The lines represent the fit

to Eq. (8)
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with c-mode displacements. Both these displacements take

place in the amorphous fraction of polyethylene and are non-

interactive,39 i.e., polymer chains involved in the b-mode

relaxation are not involved in the c-mode relaxation and vice

versa. It is this which allows the pulses to pass one another

in the same plane without neutralization, as a positive hole

of the positive soliton can never come into direct contact

with an electron in the negative soliton without an independ-

ent hopping transfer which takes much longer than the pas-

sage of the solitons.

The model that we have presented should apply to all

compressible insulating polymers. We have demonstrated

that it is not just restricted to XLPE cable insulation by a se-

ries of experiments on a cycloaliphatic epoxy resin with and

without a loading of Bohemite nano-particles (3–7% by

weight). These experiments were performed on 0.3 mm flat

slabs in a PEA system with a carbon-loaded polyethylene as

the high voltage electrode but aluminum as the earth elec-

trode above the piezo-electric sensor. Preliminary results

were presented in Fabiani et al.47 and more details are given

in Montanari et al.48 Soliton pulses of both polarity were

observed in all of the Bohemite loaded samples at

E¼ 20MV/m and 30MV/m and temperatures of 293 – 313 K

with a magnitude (1�2� 10�6 Cm�2) that was much smaller

than those observed in the XLPE-insulated mini-cable, but

with similar repetition rates. In these materials also we con-

firmed the correlation between the charge solitons measured

via the PEA system and current pulses. The mobility of the

soliton pulses in these materials was 1�2� 10�10

m2V�1s�1, i.e., about 1/3 of those found in the mini-cable,

but it was still many orders of magnitude larger than that

expected for charge carriers in steady state currents. A sum-

mary of the data for E¼ 20 MV/m and T¼ 293 K is given in

Table VI. The activation energies determined for the positive

and negative solitons were in the range 0.1–0.17 eV, i.e., dif-

ferent to those found in XLPE, as would be expected since

epoxy resins are network polymers rather than semicrystal-

line as is XLPE and the compression would involve the dis-

placement of unfulfilled cross-links with lower activation

energies. Evidence for soliton transport was only found in

the pure epoxy resin when an external pressure was applied,

which we believe increased the compression at the electrodes

above the onset level for pulsive injection. These results

show that the charge soliton conduction is not limited to

polyethylene, or cable (cylindrical geometry), or to the pres-

ence of carbon-loaded polyethylene electrodes. It is a general

feature of conduction in compressible polymers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Evidence has been presented that shows that electrical

currents in compressible insulating polymers under dc elec-

tric fields are not always a continuous flow of charge. Instead

the currents may include charge soliton transport of injected

charge giving charge pulses containing about 109 electronic

charges, whose mobilities are many orders of magnitude

higher than that of independent carriers in steady state cur-

rents. This phenomenon takes place at electric fields in the

range 10–50 MV/m, and has been shown to be consistent

with a discontinuous pulsive injection process in which the

injected charge relaxes electromechanical compression at the

electrode. In XLPE the transport of the charge pulse has

been shown to be consistent with a model in which it is rep-

resented as a soliton comprised of a coherently moving

charged compression boundary.
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